
 

SAYER JI 
How to Address the Deeper Origins of Disease 

Jason Prall: 
Hello, and welcome to Awaken the Healer Within. I'm your host, Jason Prall, and with me now I have 
Sayer Ji. Sayer is the founder of GreenMedInfo.com, the largest open-source natural health website. He's 
the author of the book, Regenerate, and cofounder of StandForHealthFreedom.com. Sayer, welcome. 

Sayer Ji: 
Thank you so much for having me, Jason. It's an honor. 

Jason Prall: 
So one of the things I love about you is every Hme we get into a new conversaHon, you're in a new place. 
You're discovering something new. You're on a new path. You have a new realizaHon, a new project, 
which to me shows a sign of wisdom, but also this childlike curiosity. So I just want to reflect that to you, 
and I appreciate that about you. So if you could take me back to where you started in this health world, 
what really iniHated your jump into this as a profession, as a career? 

Sayer Ji: 
Thank you for asking. So I think some of my followers know my story and regenerate. It's a big part of the 
book in terms of describing my narraHve around how I came into the world a sick child, or actually infant, 
and went through what I would later describe, the allopathic nightmare, which involved all types of 
surgeries, injecHons, convenHonal ones like vaccinaHon, but a lot of adrenaline injecHons for asthma and 
other medicaHons that ulHmately led me down this medical merry-go-round pathway that many people 
know leads to, unfortunately, a lot of sufferings and never really geOng to the root cause. 

Sayer Ji: 
So my journey was really ... It was sort of a life-death necessity. I had to find a way to survive, so natural 
medicine became that life raQ and ulHmately showed me the way to preRy much get rid of any kind of 
external medicaHon or procedure. That was super liberaHng. I was very angry about it, actually, over 
Hme, because there's the wound of the trauma, of, if you will, medical trauma. I'm not saying that at 
Hmes it wasn't necessary. I'm not saying that it isn't sHll necessary for emergency medicine, which can 
perform miracles, but in the case of chronic illness caused by environmental factors or psychogenic 
factors, suppressing symptoms with potenHally deadly medicaHons or procedures is really ... It's an 
outdated approach, and it's sad. 

Sayer Ji: 
So you have a lot of trauma around, oh, my gosh, my parents handed me off to this ritualisHc seOng, not 
knowing that I was actually being tortured on some level and/or put in near-death experiences. I mean, 
many know anesthesiology is, in ways, an art of geOng someone as close to death as possible without 
killing them. That's the miracle of it, but there's also something very dark about it as well. So I spent a lot 
of years unwinding, actually, that trauma of feeling resentment towards my parents and having all of this 



anger around the medical system. So I naturally came to GreenMedInfo with an impulse of acHvism, as 
well as really wanHng to help others reduce, miHgate their suffering when it comes to their health 
journey. So my method was simple. Just take the scriptures of the church of scienHsm, medical 
monotheism, which says, "There's only one way to determine whether an intervenHon is valid, and that's 
through, of course, peer-reviewed published research." 

Sayer Ji: 
So the scripture ... I spent at least a decade immersing myself into and have 70,000 abstracts that I feel 
are like clinical pearls. You dive into Medline, and it's this oceanic data set. You can get lost there, but 
you find these pearls, like ginger having a component 10,000 Hmes more effecHve than a convenHonal 
chemo agent, for example, in pre-clinical research. That was like, whoa, are you serious? Then all this 
research on mammography causing invasive breast cancer. The very thing that you're using to prevent 
breast cancer with is causing breast cancer. I just kept going down rabbit hole aQer rabbit hole. Basically, 
by sharing that informaHon, because it wasn't present readily within mainstream media or medicine, 
millions of people were like, "Wow, we love this plaZorm," and that's what happened. 

Sayer Ji: 
Then, of course, interesHngly, over the course of the past two years, we've seen a decapitaHon of people 
like myself, over 2 million social media followers just removed from our plaZorm, and had me reflecHng a 
bit. Also, with the window of COVID-19 and the response to it, it's been amazing opportunity to reflect 
deeper on vicHm consciousness, including my own. How long can I hold on to the angry young man c
omplex of fighHng for what's right and speaking truth to power and Pharma sucks, when, in fact, 
on a deeper level ... which, Jason, you and I have oQen had conversaHons which I love, that get to  
the heart of the maRer. Did we choose to incarnate? If so, were those medical procedures really just 
an example of a vicHmized inner child? 

Sayer Ji: 
In my own reflecHon, I can tell you at this point that I can't say that that's true enHrely, if at all. Now I'm 
starHng to think that those experiences I chose to have, yes, to produce this resource that will hopefully 
provide some value, but really so that I could clear karma in my own life. UlHmately, that provides a type 
of perspecHve on why we get sick, why we have illnesses that no one really talks about in medicine, 
outside of actually something called narraHve medicine, which is really important, which is you might 
have an inflamed elbow because you eat nightshades, you play tennis, you drink calcified water or the 
water calcifies you. But, actually, in a past life, you fell off a horse when you were a knight, and then you 
blame the person that ... You know what I'm saying? There's so many layers of truth and so much 
dimensionality. I think that people are starHng to awaken to this. It isn't just spiritual bypass. It isn't just 
unicorn dust. This stuff is real. 

Jason Prall: 
I love it. You took me there quick. I didn't anHcipate we were going to get to this level so fast, but it's 
beauHful. I can say that I've had these same percepHons. To me, they're true, because I've had these 
experiences where I recognize there's deeper aspects that didn't come from this life. I'm not a person 
that fundamentally believes in past lives and many lives. I think it's a probability. I think it seems 
reasonable to me. But what I can say is, from my experience, there's seems to be these things that didn't 
come from this life, and yet, in a way, they're being reenacted. They're being exaggerated. They're being 
shown. They're being brought to the surface in this life. So it's like, which one is it? Is it true that it's 
coming from another Hme, another dimension, another aspect? Or is it true that it's only coming from 
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this life and what I find is what it seems like you're saying, which is that, yes, yes, and yes and yes. 
They're all true. The quesHon is, how deep can we really go? How far can we peel the onion to recognize 
where this stuff is coming from, recognizing those things that you menHoned about the elbow? Probably 
good to switch up your water, probably good to think about how much tennis you're playing. So there's 
aspects here that we can address, and there's potenHally a deeper layer to this as well, right? 

Jason Prall: 
So I'm curious. How has this shown up in your life or people that you've seen? You don't have to name 
them, of course, but just examples that are familiar to you. 

Sayer Ji: 
Well, I do some different work on myself. Right now I'm exploring somaHc experiencing. Just simply 
taking a moment to scan your body and really drop in and let yourself be supported even in this seat and 
to feel what comes up, I mean, I've been doing this kind of work ... And people who do yoga or tai chi, 
this naturally comes up, meditaHon. I can tell you, I carry a lot of resentment in my right hip for when I 
was 12 and they put pins in. This was a byproduct likely of corHcosteroid and asthma medicaHons 
affecHng my basic hip structure. I sHll have a lot, a lot of mobility issues, inflammaHon. That's a good 
example of where I carry a certain vicHm consciousness and anger there I sHll need to clear. UnHl I learn 
really what's behind that and go deeper, I imagine it's going to be there to teach me that lesson that I 
need to learn, so that's a good example for ... You don't have to go very far. 

Sayer Ji: 
We all have ... Our biology is our biography. There's so many things about our body that teach us so 
much. My wife Kelly is an expert in this topic. Anything that happens, if not everything, meaning 
physical-wise, symptom-wise, she interprets through the lens of meaning, like this has significant 
meaning. When you do that, usually the suffering ends. The curiosity opens, and then someHmes there 
are resoluHons just in that simple perceptual shiQ. 

Jason Prall: 
I love that. There's an aspect that I think we all carry of this vicHmhood, where something happens to us, 
the pain, the suffering, whatever it is that we don't want. There's an essence of being a vicHm. I think, to 
some degree, there's a healthy push in that vicHmhood because it gets you to take acHon. There's a 
moHon. It brings up stuff, right? I think that the issue, it sounds like, is if we dwell in the vicHmhood. We 
can actually use that feeling of, "Hey, this isn't fair. This isn't right. I don't like this," to then open up our 
new perspecHve or take a new acHon or open our curiosity to figure out what's really behind that. I love 
this example that you gave because you don't know. Simply to admit that you don't know what's really 
going on with your hip is, I think, the iniHal and the fundamental aspect that is behind curiosity. You can't 
remain curios if you're a know it all. You can't learn anything new if you know everything. So this idea of, 
hmm, I don't know what this is. I really wonder what's deeper. What's really causing that? I'm curious 
how that has propelled you forward in life, by maintaining this, "I don't know, but I'm curious what's 
really here." 

Sayer Ji: 
Well, I think we're speaking to something that can be very healing, which is ... You could call it witness 
consciousness. So it's just another layer that is present. Call it one's soul that is immortal that passes on 
when your body's sloughed off to the next dimension and/or the next life. That layer is accessible, if we 
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know it's there. We haven't, in the West, necessarily, been reflecHve that this is a legiHmate part of 
human experience. But what I'm saying is you might fall of a bicycle at high speed and find your body in 
complete trauma and shock and pain, and there's some part of you that you can access that will just be 
able to witness that experience and find some equanimity in it. If one doesn't live life as a vicHm, then 
trauma can only go so far. I can find myself in a FEMA camp geOng reeducaHon due to my acHvism this 
day and age. I mean, that's how insane the world has become in certain ways. So even in that scenario, 
do I consider myself a vicHm? I don't know. That's a choice. You can sHll interact with life where that is 
not necessarily the case. 

Sayer Ji: 
So I think that what you spoke to is very important for people to understand because it is true. It's not 
really about just geOng rid of your story or that part of you that feels maybe righteous anger that you 
were wronged or something bad happened, especially because we all carry a wounded child within us. 
These parts of ourselves that in ways were split off or had to be compartmentalized and suppressed, it's 
what they call shadow material. That part of us or those parts of us need to be reclaimed and honored, 
because oQen I'm walking the world and thinking I'm an adult, and it's liRle Sayer pulling the strings 
because he's not, for example, been able to have enough fun in life, and I'm forcing him to go on 
GreenMedInfo and do another lecture. Then he gets upset, and I overeat cookies or something, and 
that's his way of geOng back. 

Sayer Ji: 
So what I'm saying is we all need to excavate this part of our story, which may involve a very real vicHm 
part of us. There is an importance in sharing that story and dealing with the woundology of that. But, 
ulHmately, the next stage is transcending that vicHm because, ulHmately, what will happen is it'll 
conHnue to generate experiences in our life that will affirm the vicHm consciousness so that we can 
move beyond it. It will conHnue to give us those opportuniHes. So what I'm saying is that we have a lot of 
power, and we just need to really honor ourselves deeply. 

Jason Prall: 
You're so right. I mean, these parts that show up within us, they kind of run our lives. They can interject 
themselves if we don't bring that perspecHve of the one outside, the one that can just view things, that 
observer. That really is what allows us to see when we're in this sort of childlike self that's being 
exaggerated. But there's so much there that we can learn from. I'm curious. As you've gone through your 
journey ... You really have been this health advocate that really has been persecuted. I mean, it's quite 
amazing how much your site has been aRacked, I think. Your words, your wisdom, your message has 
been just completely cut off at the knees. I mean, first, it says a lot, that you're hiOng on some preRy 
important topics that I think are really relevant, that are important that we listen to, that we integrate 
into our society. 

Jason Prall: 
But as you've been doing this more and more, GreenMedInfo, one of the great sites I've seen in terms of 
looking for research to back up some of the amazing claims out there with natural foods and methods, 
how do you go forward as you've been persecuted? You're in this new posiHon. How do you conHnue to 
do what you do, sharing all this informaHon, being an advocate for your own health, for the health of the 
collecHve, health of the planet, and conHnuing to spread your message of moving us all forward? How 
do you go about doing that in this kind of light? Do you keep fighHng? Do you sit back? I'm just curious. 
As you wrestle with this in your own world, what's the way forward? Because it seems to me there's 
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probably some middle ground. There's probably some way to elegantly navigate this going forward, 
right? 

Sayer Ji: 
I'm just growing up and realizing the most important thing is that I am in integrity, that I am working on 
myself at least as much as I think I'm helping anyone else, because that's presumptuous number one. 
Number two, I want to enjoy my life because, actually, it's not just about having the perfect body or 
carcass or meat suit on this plane, it's about, do you feel good in it? Are you spiritually, physically, 
emoHonally nourishing yourself, connecHng with community, experiencing the ecstaHc vehicle that the 
body truly is? I mean, that's part of this work, as we clear our trauma, the hell that is within us, much of 
which was installed by previous generaHons inadvertently. So as we work through and heal those parts 
of us, that's the real work. Actually, Jason, I think that's what connects us and goes faster than the speed 
of light is actually the work that we do to culHvate a field of healing that's integrated on all levels. So 
that's actually what I've been working mostly on. This is the first interview I've done in probably three, 
four months, and that's because I love what you're doing. I really respect you, and I'm really happy to be 
part of this. 

Jason Prall: 
Well, I'm honored to have you. This is exactly why I wanted to bring you on is because you come from 
such a humble place in your own path. I think what you're sharing is so vitally important, which is we've 
all got work to do. It's not only a benefit to us, but it then benefits everybody else. I think that's such an 
important message. I want to talk a liRle bit about your book, Regenerate, because I think this is maybe a 
more pracHcal aspect of how we can nourish ourselves, right? That's really what it's about, this idea of 
regeneraHon. I love the Htle because it speaks to really what we're talking about when we're talking 
about healing. The essence is there's nothing really that needs healing. It's really about the emergence 
of something new. That's really what we're talking about, and regeneraHon is that concept for me. So 
maybe just talk to me a liRle bit about that book. Why did you write this book, and why Regenerate? 
What's so important about that core message? 

Sayer Ji: 
Thank you, yeah. So, I mean, as far as the book, it's very simple. Just get out of the way of what's 
happening every single microsecond, that our default state of bodily existence is constant, ceaseless 
regeneraHon. That's the beauty of really a lot of tradiHons. I mean, you can even just go to Palmer's work 
with chiropracHc. It was basically just remove the interference for the healing. You don't even take 
credit. There's no physician healing you. There's no natural doctor. It's your body doing it all. But in terms 
of the book's basic impulse was I just had this vision, and it had to do a lot with where I was moving, 
dealing with a lot of the very stark hatred towards my work at the Hme. I really wanted to move into a 
domain where I wasn't focusing so much on, again, poinHng out the darkness so much as this is the light. 
This is what we are. This is the beauty that we can embody. 

Sayer Ji: 
But I did it in a special way because I was very interested in what I call the new biology, and, really, a 
beRer phrase is the new biophysics, because when you really understand things like cellular 
bioenergeHcs and try to understand how does the cell get its energy, you come to the conclusion that it's 
not geOng it from your food. Yes, it's geOng it from light. We know that, thanks to a lot of work that was 
done by people like Gerry Pollack and The Fourth Phase of Water. You get it from things like melanin and 
chlorophyll. It's literally transducing photonic energy into actual metabolic energy. Then you also get it 
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from the quantum vacuum, and that is what is so fascinaHng to me and was starHng to blow my mind to 
the point where, when I wrote the book, chapter three is the only chapter that, myself, was like, I'm so 
excited about this, even though the cancer chapter is the full summarizaHon of over 10 years of my work 
focusing on how the cancer industry over diagnoses and over treats literally hundreds of millions of 
people. It's the darkest of all agendas, actually, when you really look at it. 

Sayer Ji: 
So I was trying to shed light on those topics, but, really I ended up being bedazzled myself by this vision 
of what our bodies are capable of, that there's literally a thread of immortality woven into our cellular 
infrastructure. It's similar to what Thich Nhat Hanh says. "When you look into the palms of your hands, 
you see all your ancestors there sHll alive," and that's really true, is that the stem cells in our bodies 
come from a lineage that have not stopped replicaHng for at least 3.5 billion years, according to that 
convenHonal Hme scale. There are other ways of looking at life where it's just an existenHal explosion in 
the moment, and that past and future are actually parts of the present, so it really isn't past and future. 
You know what I mean? We can go there, but let's just say that biophysically speaking, the body sounds 
very much like what the mysHcs and poets have been trying to arHculate since the beginning of Hme. 
When you start to really experience it, it's like an, oh, my God, moment, and then you're just in awe. 
That is truly what we are comprised of. 

Sayer Ji: 
So, ulHmately, I didn't mean to create a book that would show people that that's absurd, the germ 
theory is one of the most absolutely outdated of all nonscienHfic, if not anH-scienHfic constructs 
considering the virome and the microbiome and the miracle of things like exosomes. Once we start to 
understand that, it's like, oh, my lord, how could we have been duped? So, anyway, Regenerate, literally, 
is a book that helps people understand that that's impossible, not real, and that, in fact, we are a miracle 
of such profound resilience that, if people knew the truth about their innate power and sovereignty, this 
enHre global power structure would literally fall apart. That's actually why it's more than a book about 
biology and the body. 

Jason Prall: 
You're poinHng to an aspect of who we are that is so foundaHonal, so fundamental, and it doesn't negate 
some of these more elementary ways of doing things. We can take turmeric, and we can take this 
curcumin supplements. We can do some of these things to impact our health and the balance of our 
system, and there's a deeper level of realizaHon. So I think the folly is geOng caught in the first few 
layers thinking that's all we are is this thing that responds to various vitamins and minerals and 
substances like that. As we get deeper, we get into the microbiome. We get into this aspect of these 
deeper wisdoms within ourselves that we don't even understand scienHfically, and yet they've been 
discussed for thousands of years in systems like ayurveda and even some of the indigenous systems 
around the world. So I think it's fascinaHng. Once we start to integrate all these levels of reality, then we 
come into a more whole perspecHve of who we are and how our health works, and we don't get stuck in 
these top layers. 

Jason Prall: 
You menHoned this idea of immortality that's infused within us. I was reading some recent books on the 
secrets of ayurveda, which is the deeper wisdoms of ayurveda. They talk about this very thing, that 
immortality is possible. But it's not how we think. It comes from a different place. They talk about prana 
in a specific way and this idea of gaining energy, of transducing energy from the ether. But in ayurveda 
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it's a deep, deep wisdom, a deep science to be able to get to that point. But in order to be able to do 
that, you've got to open up all these channels. It taught me deep, deep, deep, deep work. This is not the 
surface of ayurveda. This is the deep stuff that only few people get to. You have to go through rigorous 
training, and it's a lot of work to get there, but the idea is the same, that there's an energy. It's not even 
an energy. It's beyond an energy. It's a life force that is within everything. It's within the air that we 
breathe. I think this is such an important aspect of recogniHon, the life force that's within us everywhere. 

Sayer Ji: 
Well, that's amazing because ether is exactly the term that you could use to describe what this zero-
point energy is and the quantum vacuum. That's just a modern term for a more ancient one, and there 
are many of them out there. So what I believe we're seeing is a return of that concept, if you will, but as 
a lived experience. For those who have done breath work or engaged in modaliHes like yoga or deep 
prayer or plant medicine, when you experience ether, it is a feeling as if you are immortal, but not in 
some megalomaniacal sense. It's a very innocent sense of the moment unfolding and knowing that it has 
never not unfolded, that lived experience, and in that moment ... because I believe that the soul, the 
medium within which it lives is ether, if you will. So that's why, when the soul comes alive, you start to 
feel that, okay, this thing can live beyond this form, this mortal coil and this moment and all the others. 
It's that our body is definitely a vehicle, but the soul is going to pass on beyond this, come from the past 
as well. So it's really a profound thing. 

Sayer Ji: 
So, for me, that's part of what my discovery of awakening the inner healer and physician is all about is 
that it's deeper than just having the perfect body, again, or your symptoms being suppressed. It is 
actually about developing this more subtle body, if you will, the part that probably you do carry on with 
you, like your heart, for example, the relaHonships that you've created, the dedicaHon you've given to 
loving others. Man, this organ can evolve as mulH dimensional, and I believe aspects of it, again, are 
brought to the other side, if you will. You carry that on with you. 

Jason Prall: 
I couldn't agree more. Part of the thing about this summit is living from the heart, awakening to that 
reality that that's ... If we can get to that place, living from there, then all is good. There's nothing that 
needs to be fixed. Nothing needs to be changed or judged or criHcized or anything. There's this pure 
acceptance, this pure compassion for what is. To me, this is ... There's a key aspect that you menHoned 
that I want to drill down on, which is, when we get to this idea of awakening to our true nature and 
deeper aspects of ourselves, it is my percepHon that we can sHll carry these symptoms with us. In other 
words, we don't have to be perfectly healed and everything is in perfectly working order such that 
there's no pain. It's just that the suffering is now reduced, this idea that there's an acceptance, that I can 
live with this, that it's okay, that I am more than just this pain in my knee, this digesHve issue, whatever it 
is. It can also resolve too. So it's not one or the other, but it's a mere acceptance for what is here now, 
and also this idea that we can move forward, even though we are perfectly accepted from here. 

Sayer Ji: 
Yes, yes. I love that, absolutely. In fact, through the perspecHve of modaliHes like German New Medicine, 
people are trying to adopt it in more modern terminology, and there's certain baggage carried with that 
term. But it is interesHng. They look at the symptoms that we think we have to suppress by any means 
necessary, even poisons or cuOng them out, as the actual resoluHon of the biological conflict that was 
induced usually through psychogenic situaHons, like traumaHc events, for example. So it's a complete 
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inversion of that concept that the symptom is a disease. We have to freak out and monitor our bodies 
constantly to see if there's an indicaHon or marker that there could be a symptom in the future, which, 
again, is part of this biosurveillance global state that they're trying to descend upon us right now. So, 
anyway, I think that's really a powerful perspecHve that you could be dying of cancer and be more whole 
in your being and more healthy in that sense than someone who has a perfect body whose soul is barely 
even aRached to their carcass any longer. It connects to the etymology of healing, which the Proto-Indo-
European root includes the roots for healing, holy and whole. So it's all Hed in there anyway originally. 
You couldn't separate those things out. The body and soul had to be, and the mind, all one. 

Jason Prall: 
BeauHful. I love it. Sayer, well, this has been fantasHc. I really do appreciate you taking the Hme to do 
this. We've had a couple of internet disrupHons that we've been working through. We finally made it. 
Actually, tell people where they can find you, because I know you've had to move around a lot on the 
internet. So where can people find you and your work? 

Sayer Ji: 
Sure, thanks. You can sHll find us at GreenMedInfo.com. That's our walled garden. So we have a free 
newsleRer. We have a telegram feed for now that we share a lot of content through. But get ready for 
our future plaZorm because it's very exciHng. It's truly sovereign. We own the servers. The users get to 
decide whether any of their data even gets shared. It's just the way things need to happen. We need to 
create our own places to live and be at and not complain when the compromised ones pull the rug. 

Jason Prall: 
I love it. I couldn't agree more, and that seems to be what's happening, this decentralizaHon movement, 
this self-organizing collecHve. We're all kind of finding our home, and it's just kind of what needs to 
happen. So as painful as it might be, as difficult and confusing as it might be, it seems to be all for the 
best. So thanks for leading the way on that. I'll definitely be looking out for that new plaZorm. It sounds 
very exciHng. Sayer, thanks so much. 

Sayer Ji: 
Thank you so much, Jason. I really appreciate your work and what you're doing with this event. 

Jason Prall: 
BeauHful. Well, thank you so much for joining us, and we'll see you guys on the next one. 
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